EMPOWERING COMPANIES SINCE 1972

STREAMLINE OPERATIONS
IMPROVE THROUGHPUT
GROW BUSINESS
MAXIMIZE IMPACT

Our adaptable, skilled workforce is here to help
manufacturing companies streamline in-house operations
and reduce lead times by improving throughput with our
product and parts assembly, kitting, and fulfillment services.

www.PineRidgeInd.com

518-372-1483
52 Market St, Scotia, NY 12302

?

WHY CHOOSE

WE BRING VALUE TO
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES
Pine Ridge Industries helps manufacturing companies streamline inhouse operations and reduce lead times by improving throughput with
our product and parts assembly, kitting, and fulfillment services.
We do this by offering an adaptable, skilled workforce and quality
facilities to customize to your outsourcing needs.
Unlike the experience of companies having to turn down orders losing
business opportunities due to lack of production capacity, our team will
meet your product assembly, parts sub-assembly, and fulfillment
service needs that align with your business goals with exceptional
quality and care.
For 50 years, Pine Ridge Industries has been positively supporting the
success of hundreds of manufacturers:

order fulfillment accuracy
consistent customer satisfaction
quick response & turnaround

reliable & skilled workforce
PRI's social mission

CAPACITY &
CAPABILITIES
15,000 SF PRODUCTION FLOOR + WAREHOUSE
Manufacturing and production facility adaptable to customer needs.
Pneumatic capabilities throughout.
Warehousing capacity with loading dock for deliveries and shipping.

ISO 7 CLEAN ROOM (SOFT-WALL)
Soft-sided wall manufactured facility that utilizes HEPA filtration systems to
maintain air cleanliness levels of a maximum of 10,000 particles (≥0.5µm)
per cubic foot. (In accordance with ISO 14644-1:2015)

HEAT SEAL HDX-250 HEAVY DUTY L SEALER
Newly purchased machine able to seal and package at high volume, speed,
and accuracy on a daily basis.

BOX TRUCK (INTERNATIONAL MV 605)
19,000 lb capacity, fits 7 full skids, lift gate.
Ability to transport deliveries, products, parts across NYS.
USDOT #1137462, NYS interstate commerce.

NAICS CODES:

3 3 9 9 9 9 All Other Miscellaneous Manufacturing

5 6 1 9 9 0 All Other Support Services

493110

561910

General Warehousing & Storage

Packaging & Labeling Services

3 3 3 2 4 8 All Other Industrial Machinery Manufacturing

DUNS NUMBER:

60-713-7155

CAGE CODE:

1CYB1

UEI NUMBER:

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE?

PFNEC4MEH464

Pine Ridge Industries is a production & manufacturing center that
partners with businesses to accelerate their goals while employing
people with disabilities in meaningful work

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS
ARE SAYING...
MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANY
"Between the cost of equipment and maintenance, facilities (cleanrooms)
space, material transport, employee wages and benefits packages,
onboarding, training and management-- we've saved hundreds of
thousands of dollars by instead leveraging PRI's established workforce
and services. "

START-UP COMPANY
"Partnering with PRI has been one
of the best decisions we've made
in our business so far. Their ability
to handle the hands-on aspects
of our business really has been
invaluable for us in the sense that
we've been able to focus on our
business growth."

ENTREPRENEUR
"PRI continuously provides assistance with developing and refining our
assembly processes and they have optimized our shipping protocols. PRI's
team is fast and responsive. They are a trusted partner delivering the
highest quality in product assembly and order fulfillment services."

FUEL CELL MANUFACTURER
"Really impressed with the
professionalism of your organization,
and has been a pleasure working with
you all."

FEATURED CLIENTS

